Multiple-Input Multiple-Output-(MIMO) and diversity techniques will be an integral part of future mobile communication systems. With the aim of providing higher data rates or decreased outage probabilities, multi element antenna techniques seek for standardization in cellular systems as well as in the domain of wireless networks. As a consequence from space limitations on the mobile side, the application of multimode operating air interfaces offering the capabilities of polarization-and pattern diverse sensing provide a superior usage in comparison to conventional spatial diversity techniques. However, finite pattern orthogonality between the distinct operational modes of a multimode antenna yields to unwanted signal cross-coupling that represents a limiting factor with respect to diversity gain or channel capacity.
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For that reason we intend to investigate significant antenna parameters, e.g. the axial ratio as a quality factor in order to draw a relation between the signal-based correlation of the antennas operational modes due to multipath fading and the related field-based quantities. The quality factor is investigated regarding a symmetrical and planar, logarithmically-periodic four-arm antenna that simultaneously supports two decoupled operational modes with orthogonal linear polarization. As a consequence from the symmetry properties of the considered antenna, co-and cross-polar pattern performances can be solely related to one of the regarded excitation modes. Considering the antenna in a conventional Angle-of-Arrival (AOA) environment we are able to express the modal correlation exclusively in terms of the related field quantities. Furthermore, we will illustrate the equivalence of signal-based correlation and field-based, finite cross-polarization decoupling between the considered operational modes in a certain line-of-sight situation with vanishing angular spreads. This leads to a distinct threshold value for signal-based correlation of dual-polarized operating antennas. Based on these results we will demonstrate the impact of pattern orthogonality of a dual polarized antenna on the branch correlation in a stochastic multipath scenario. The knowledge of the derived relationship may be helpful especially for antenna designers to theoretically estimate the limits of dual polarized antenna circuitry for MIMO and diversity configurations.
